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Abstract: Multiphase machines have some distinct merits, including the high power density, high
torque density, high efficiency and low torque ripple, etc. which can be beneficial for many industrial
applications. This paper presents four different types of six-phase outer-rotor permanent-magnet
(PM) brushless machines for electric vehicles (EVs), which include the inserted PM (IPM) type, surface
PM (SPM) type, PM flux-switching (PMFS) type, and PM vernier (PMV) type. First, the design criteria
and operation principle are compared and discussed. Then, their key characteristics are addressed
and analyzed by using the finite element method (FEM). The results show that the PMV type is
quite suitable for the direct-drive application for EVs with its high torque density and efficiency.
Also, the IPM type is suitable for the indirect-drive application for EVs with its high power density
and efficiency.

Keywords: permanent-magnet machine; brushless machine; Vernier machine; flux switching
machine; multiphase machine; outer rotor; electric vehicle

1. Introduction

In recent years, interest in electrical vehicles (EVs) is growing rapidly driven by the concerns
about environment issues [1,2]. EVs are environmentally friendly and enjoy many attractive merits
compare to their tradition fossil-fuel counterparts [3]. In particular, EVs offer definite advantages
for fossil-fuel use reduction, which causes less harmful gases, lower cost of driving, cost-effective
maintenance, less noise and vibration. Also, EVs provide more comfort at low speed than their
conventional fossil-fuel counterparts.

The electric machines for EVs are regarded as one of the key components of the whole EV
system [4]. In order to ensure the driving quality of EVs, there are many strict requirements for
the EV machines [5,6]. First of all, high reliability is essential for the challenging environment and
frequent starting and stopping during driving. Secondly, a high power density is desirable for
weight reduction. Moreover, high efficiency is particularly important for a better economic outcome.
Nowadays, there are several types of electric machines available for EV applications. In the early
years of EV development, DC motors were considered as the mainstream because of their easy
control and excellent speed regulation [7]. However, they suffer from fragile mechanical structures,
poor thermal dissipation and low efficiency, which are not desirable features for EV application.
Then, AC asynchronous machines attracted much attention because of their high efficiency and simple
structure [8,9]. However, they suffer from problems such as complex control algorithms and low torque
density. Permanent-magnet synchronous (PMS) brushless machines which enjoy the high efficiency,
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high power density and high reliability, are considered an attractive option for EV applications [10,11].
In particular, the permanent-magnet flux-switching (PMFS) type and permanent-magnet vernier (PMV)
type, as the representatives of PMS brushless machines, are extraordinary for EV use. The PMFS
type is a combination of a synchronous machine and a switched reluctant machine [12], which enjoys
high torque density and a robust rotor structure [13], so it can enhance the high performance for
EVs. The PMV type integrates a coaxial magnetic gear into a PM brushless machine. In this way, it is
capable of achieving a high electric frequency at low rotation speed [14]. Meanwhile, it always adopts
a concentric winding layout in order to have short end windings, which is more suitable for the limited
space of EVs., The general advantages and disadvantages of the four different types of machines are
summarized in Table 1 [15–17].

Table 1. Comparison of Four Proposed Types of Machines.

Machine Type Advantages Disadvantages

IPM • Simple and mature
• Easy manufacture
• Mature control strategy

• High speed operation
• Relatively large torque ripple
• PM fixing problemSPM

PMFSM

• Robost rotor structure
• Good heat dissipation
• Easy winding

• Difficult manufacturing
• Special design
• Relatively large torque ripple

PMVM
• Low speed operation
• High torque density

• Complex structure
• Special design

Moreover, multiphase machines with a higher degree of freedom have fault-tolerant capability, so
they are suitable for EVs, and can also be considered a great option [18,19]. In addition, the outer-rotor
structure of these machines, which are designed with a rotating outer structure and a fixed inner
structure, is quite attractive for EV applications [20]. In this way, the structure has better performance
for EV propulsion.

This paper is focused on four different types of six-phase outer-rotor PM machines, which are
suitable for EV applications. These four types of machines combine the advantages of PM machines
and multiphase machines, thus achieving high power density, high torque density, better fault tolerance
capability, and lower torque ripple. The key is to quantitatively compare the operation performance
of the four different types of machines, namely the inserted PM (IPM) type, surface PM (SPM) type,
PM flux-switching (PMFS) type, and PM vernier (PMV) type. First, the design criteria and operating
principles are elaborated in Section 2. Then, a quantitative comparison of the machines is described in
Section 3, which includes the key characteristics, normal operation performance, and the fault-tolerant
operation. Finally, the conclusions of the quantitative comparison are summarized in Section 4.

2. Proposed Six-Phase Machine Topologies and Operation Principles

The proposed topologies are presented with both cross-section and exploded views in Figure 1.
These four machine types adopt the six-phase arrangement and outer-rotor structure. Figure 1a shows
the IPM topology with PMs inserted inside the rotor, while Figure 1b shows the SPM type with PMs
mounted on the surface of the rotor. The main difference between the IPM machine and the SPM
machine is their arrangements of PMs. Figure 1c shows the topology of PMFS machine, while Figure 1d
shows the PMV machine topology. The PMFS machine has all PMs inserted inside the stator teeth,
while the PMV machine has PMs mounted on both stator side and rotor side.
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The operating speed n of the machine is governed by the pole pairs and the electric frequency of
the proposed machines:

n =
60 f

p
(1)

where f is the electric frequency and p is the pole-pairs of the machines.
The turns of armature coil Na can be determined by the following relationship:

Na =

√
αaRaSa

4ρLa
(2)

where αa is the factor of slots filling, Sa is the slot area of the coil, and La is the average coil length.
In this paper, the turns of armature coil of each phase and slot filling factor for the proposed machines
are set to be 200 and 40%, respectively.

To achieve the fair comparison, the peripheral dimension, PM volume, air gap length and current
density, are set as equal.
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2.1. Proposed IPM Type and SPM Type

The IPM machine adopts the V-shape PM poles inserted within its rotor. As investigated, it has
been suggested that the V-shape or W-shape PM poles would have the better operation performance
than the traditional radial PM arrangement [21]. Moreover, in order to prevent the short-circuiting
PM fluxes, the magnetic insulation material is purposely implemented. The IPM type adopts the
single-layer fractional slot concentrated winding, which can reduce the end winding length and
decrease the copper loss [22]. In fact, the IPM machine consists of 24 stator slots and 10 pole pairs,
while the mechanical and electrical degrees between two slots can be calculated as [23]:

αm =
360◦

z
=

360◦

24
= 15◦ (3)

αe = p
360◦

z
= 10× 360◦

24
= 150◦ (4)
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where z is the number of stator slots and p is the pole pairs. According to Equations (3) and (4),
the mechanical angle is 15◦ and the electrical angle is 150◦ for each adjacent stator slot. In this
case, the stator is able to produce a rotating magnet field with six-phase current. Referring to the
principle of minimum magnetoresistance, namely the flux tends to flow along the path of minimum
magnetoresistance and the rotor will rotate synchronously with the rotating magnetic field produced
by the stator.

The SPM machine shares the same stator structure with IPM type, while the PM arrangement
of the two machines are different. Unlike the IPM type with installed PMs within its stator, the SPM
accommodates the PMs on the rotor surface. The SPM machine adopts the single layer distributed
winding layout and consists of 24 stator slots and 20 pole pairs. Consequently, its mechanical degree
and electrical degree between two slots can be found to be 15◦ and 300◦, respectively.

2.2. Proposed PMFS Type

The proposed six-phase outer-rotor PMFS machine consists of 12 stator slots and 22 salient rotor
poles. It combines the special features of a switched reluctance machine and a synchronous machine,
hence enjoying the advantages of robust rotor structure, high power density and high torque density.
The PMs are inserted in each stator tooth with the opposite direction in each two adjacent ones.
The proposed machine adopts the double-layer concentrated winding method, where each coil is
around a stator tooth with PM inserted in the middle of it.

The machine follows the flux switching principle [24], which is shown in Figure 2. Four typical
positions are shown. First, as shown in Figure 2a, the right part of the stator tooth aligns directly with
one of the rotor teeth, so it provides the largest flux linkage. Second, as shown in Figure 2b, the stator
tooth is completely misaligned with the rotor tooth. Consequently, no magnetic flux flows in-between
them. Also, the flux linkage of the coil is reduced to zero. Third, as shown in Figure 2c, the left part
of the stator tooth aligns directly again to another rotor tooth, so it provides the largest flux linkage.
Finally, as shown in Figure 2d, the flux linkage of the coil decreases to zero again.
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Actually, the number of stator slots and rotor pole-pairs are critical for the PMFS machine. The flux
linkage and steady torque can be influenced substantially [25]. Since the magnetization direction of
each two adjacent PMs are opposite, the number of PMs should be an even number. Thus, the number
of stator slots Ns should be an even number as well. As a result, the number of stators of a six-phase
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machine should be a multiple of six, i.e., Ns = 2 km, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . etc. With this setting, Ns can be
determined as twelve. The relationship between stator pole number Ns and rotor pole number Nr is
governed by [25]:

Nr =
(12± n)Ns

6
(5)

where n is a positive integer and should not be the multiple times of three. For the proposed six-phase
machine, it adopts the combination of 12 stator slots and 22 rotor teeth.

2.3. PMV Type

The proposed six-phase outer-rotor PMV machine consists of six stator teeth each with three
flux modulation poles. The machine adopts the double-layer concentrated winding with each phase
coil fitting around one stator tooth. It installs PMs on both its stator side and rotor side. Meanwhile,
the consequent pole structure is employed to improve the utilization of PM materials.

The PMV machine utilizes the concept of magnetic-gearing effect, hence achieving the high-torque
low-speed capability. The flux modulation poles (FMPs) are introduced into the stator teeth of the
proposed machine. The lower rotating speed PM field is modulated to couple with the higher rotating
speed stator air gap magnetic field. Consequently, a self-governing speed effect results. Thus, when
the outer rotor PM moves a little angle at a low speed, there will be a great change of flux interacting
with the magnet field generated by the rotating armature winding. According to the magnetic gearing
effect, the number of pole pairs of flux density distribution in the space harmonic is produced by the
high speed stator winding rotating magnetic field and low speed rotor pole magnetic field as [26]:

pm,k = mpr + kQs

m = 1, 3, 5, . . . , ∞

k = 0, ±1,±2,±3, . . .±∞

(6)

where Qs is the number of FMP and pr is the number of rotor PM pole-pairs. Furthermore, the
operating speed of the flux density in space harmonic Ωr can be described as:

Ωm,k =
mpr

mpr + kQs
Ωr (7)

when m = 1 and n = 1, the harmonic magnetic field of the air gap results in the largest modulated
magnitude. Thus, the number of rotor magnet poles becomes:

pr = Qs − ps (8)

where ps is the number of winding pole-pairs. For the proposed six-phase outer-rotor PMV machine,
the number of rotor pole pairs is selected as 17, the number of winding pole pairs is 1, and the number
of flux modulation poles as 18. Consequently, the gear ratio is given as:

Gr =
pr −Qs

pr
=

17− 18
17

= − 1
17

(9)

3. Performance Comparison

In this section, the key operation characteristics, such as the magnetic flux distribution line, air
gap flux density, flux linkage, no-load EMF, cogging torque, steady torque and power loss of the
proposed machines, are analyzed and compared by using the finite element method (FEM) with the
JMAG Designer tool.
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Moreover, the fault-tolerant operation performance of each machine is demonstrated and
compared with the normal operation. Table 2 shows the key parameters of the four proposed six-phase
outer-rotor PM machines, which follow the abovementioned comparison conditions.

Table 2. Key Parameters of Proposed Six-phase Outer-rotor PM Machines.

Items IPM SPM PMFSM PMVM

Outer rotor diameter 220 mm 220 mm 220 mm 220 mm
Stator diameter 179 mm 179 mm 197 mm 169 mm

Air gap 0.5 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 mm
Stack length 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm
PM volume 406 cm3 406 cm3 406 cm3 406 cm3

PM thickness 5 mm 5 mm 5 mm 5 mm
Stator slots 24 24 12 18

Rotor pole-pairs 10 20 22 17

3.1. Basic Characteristics

Firstly, the magnetic flux distribution and winding distribution of these four proposed machines
at generating mode are presented in Figure 3. The IPM type and SPM type both adopt the
single-layer winding arrangement, while the PMFS type and PMV type adopt the double-layer
winding arrangement. The air gap flux density of the four proposed machines are shown in Figure 4,
the maximum of the air gap flux-density are 0.8 T, 1.4 T, 2.5 T and 2.0 T, respectively. In general, the
higher flux density will provide a higher torque density [27], so among the four machines the proposed
PMV type and the PMFS type have the potential to produce the better performance. In addition,
the flux-linkage of the four proposed machines are shown in Figure 5, which indicates that all the
proposed machines can offer the balance flux-linkage among the six-phase patterns.
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Second, the no-load EMF is governed by [28]:

E =
dψ
dt

(10)

where Ψ is no-load flux-linkage shown in Figure 5. Hence, the no-load EMF should be high, since
the no-load flux-linkage sinusoidal wave changes rapidly with the time and has a high amplitude.
The RMS values of no-load EFM at different rotation speeds are presented in Figure 6. It can be seen
that the output voltage has the positive correlation with the rotation speed. The PMV type has the
highest no-load voltage over the four machines due to the magnetic gearing effect. Hence, the rated
rotation speed of the four machines are determined as 2000, 1000, 1000 and 600 r/min. The waveforms
of the no-load EMFs are presented in Figure 7. The amplitudes of the no-load EMF of IPM type, SPM
type, PMFS type and PMV type are 582, 615, 524 and 576 V, respectively.
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Figure 4. Airgap flux-density of proposed six-phase outer-rotor PM machines: (a) IPM type; (b) SPM
type; (c) PMFS type; (d) PMV type.
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3.2. Normal Operation

The normal operations of the proposed machines are analyzed and discussed. These machines
operate at 2000, 1000, 1000 and 600 r/min, respectively, which runs with the current density of
6 A/mm2. The steady torque of the machines are given in Figure 8, which are 93.93, 91.14, 113.38 and
199.91 N·m, respectively. It can be found that the steady torque of PMV type is the largest, which is
nearly 50% larger than the three counterparts. Moreover, the steady torque of IPM type and SPM type
are very similar. However, the torque ripple of IPM type is much smaller than SPM type. In addition,
the PMFS type has the smallest torque ripple among the four machines. The torque-speed characteristic
of the four proposed machines are shown in Figure 9.

Furthermore, the torque density of each machine can be calculated as:

ST =
Tmax

V
(11)

where V is the volume of electric machine. In this way, the torque density of the four proposed
machines are 24.71, 23.98, 29.83 and 52.58 kN·m/m3, respectively, so the PMV type has the best torque
density among the four types.
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Figure 8. Steady torque of proposed six-phase outer-rotor PM machines.
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Figure 10. Cogging torque of proposed six-phase outer-rotor PM machines: (a) IPM type; (b) SPM 
type; (c) PMFS type; (d) PMV type. 

Table 3. Iron Loss of Proposed Six-phase Machines. 

Item IPM SPM PMFS PMV 
Eddy current loss 874 W 1763 W 1291 W 424 W 

Hysteresis loss  140 W 151 W 147 W 225 W 
Copper loss 163 W 283 W 178 W 197 W 
Other loss 200 W 200 W 200 W 200 W 

Overall power 21,047 W 11,461 W 13,686 W 13,678 W 

Figure 9. Torque-speed characteristic of proposed six-phase outer-rotor machines: (a) IPM type;
(b) SPM type; (c) PMFS type; (d) PMV type.
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In addition to this, the torque ripple is given as:

Trip =
Tmax − Tin

Tavg
× 100% (13)

so, the torque ripples of the four proposed machines are 15.52%, 40.25%, 3.83% and 11.88%, respectively.
In addition, Figure 10 shows the cogging torque of the four proposed machines. Cogging torque

is a distinctive problem of PM machines which results from the interaction between the PMs and the
stator iron core when the armature winding is not electrified [29]. Cogging torque causes mechanical
vibration and noise [30,31], and it can be reduced by certain ways such as changing the magnet
shape [32]. The period of cogging torque is:

Tcog =
360

LCM(z, 2p)
(14)

where LMC is the least common multiple of the stator slots number z and number of poles 2p. It can be
seen that the SPM type suffers from a large cogging torque because of its slot number and pole-pair
number combination [33,34]. Compared to the SPM type, the IPM type has a remarkably reduced
cogging torque with a similar steady torque. The percentages of cogging torque to steady torque of the
four machines are 0.58%, 17.56%, 1.59% and 1.00%, respectively. Hence, it can be concluded that except
for the SPM type, the other three types are desirable in terms of cogging since they are well below 3%.
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(c) PMFS type; (d) PMV type.
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Moreover, the power losses and efficiency of the proposed machines are calculated by FEM.
The iron losses of the IPM type, SPM type, PMFS type and PMV type machine are 1014, 1914, 1438
and 649 W, respectively. The copper loss of the SPM type is the highest, since it is the only one with a
distributed winding. The values of the eddy current loss, hysteresis loss, copper loss and efficiency of
each machine, are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Iron Loss of Proposed Six-phase Machines.

Item IPM SPM PMFS PMV

Eddy current loss 874 W 1763 W 1291 W 424 W
Hysteresis loss 140 W 151 W 147 W 225 W

Copper loss 163 W 283 W 178 W 197 W
Other loss 200 W 200 W 200 W 200 W

Overall power 21,047 W 11,461 W 13,686 W 13,678 W
Efficiency 93.45% 79.09% 86.73% 92.89%

3.3. Fault-Tolorant Operation Performance

Reliability is a vital characteristic of machines used for EV applications. One can improve the
operation reliability by adopting the multiphase than the traditional three-phase. In order to verify the
fault-tolerant operation performance for the proposed six-phase machines, the open-phase fault case
and short-circuit fault case are simulated and discussed.

Figure 11 shows the steady torque of the proposed machines with A-phase open fault, and
A-phase and D-phase both open faults. Also, the normal operation steady torque under motoring
mode is given for comparison. It can be seen that the IPM type and SPM type have a large reduction
of the average torque, when they meet the open-phase fault, while the PMV type has the smallest
influence by the open-phase fault.

In addition, there may also be the short-circuit faults during the EV operation. Actually, it’s
considered as the most severe fault over all the winding faults in electrical machines [35], since the
current value of the fault turns will become much higher than the healthy turns and there will be
excessive heat generated in the fault phase [36]. In fact, this kind of fault is mostly caused by winding
insulation humidity, overvoltage, overheating, etc. Figure 12 shows the electric model of an A-phase
short-circuit fault. When a short-circuit fault occurs to A-phase, a resistor r f which represents the fault
connection in the model and r f→0. Once the fault occurs, a circuit through r f is created. The system
equation is (14). This equation shows that during a short-circuit fault, the healthy windings the
six-phase PM machines can remain working [37]. Rows 1 to 6 show the healthy part and the influence
of the fault part. The seventh row shows the fault circuit current model which is influenced by the
winding turns included in the fault.
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Figure 13 shows that the steady torque of 50% short-circuit of A-phase occurs to the proposed
machines for both the six-phase winding and three-phase winding configurations. It can be seen
that the torque ripple of the three-phase winding is larger than six-phase winding configuration in
normal operation. When a short-circuit fault occurs, the torque ripple of a three-phase winding is
much larger than that of a six-phase as well. Moreover, under six-phase winding conditions, the torque
of all the proposed machines are still periodical and the average torque only shows a little decrease.
This indicates that the four proposed machines have good fault tolerance ability when short-circuit
faults occur.

It should be noted that for practical normal conditions, the results generally won’t be changed.
This is well proven by most researchers with the help of FEA design [38–40]. However, for practical
harsh conditions, the results may be different to some degree. As we know, machines suffer from many
unexpected problems in harsh conditions, such as high temperature, large overcurrent, iron breakage
issues, PM fixing problems, etc. In general, the salient machine should have a high robustness for
intermittent operation [41–43], and the PMFS type meets this condition by having a relatively high
robustness for harsh conditions.
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4. Conclusions

This paper presents four six-phase outer-rotor PM machines with different working principles,
which include the IPM type, SPM type, PMFS type and PMV type. The working principle of each
machine has been elaborated and discussed. By analyzing the operating performance of the four
machines, it is shown that the PMV type has the best operating performance and fault tolerance ability
among the four machines, so it is more suitable for electric vehicle applications. The key parameters
of working performance are summarized in Table 4. Moreover, the evaluation of the four types of
machines proposed is summarized in Table 5.

Table 4. Working Performance of Proposed Six-phase Outer-rotor Machines.

Items IPM SPM PMFS PMV

Torque ripple 15.52% 40.25% 3.83% 11.88%
Torque density 24.71 kN·m/m3 23.98 kN·m/m3 29.83 kN·m/m3 52.58 kN·m/m3

Efficiency 93.45% 79.09% 86.73% 92.89%
Power 21,047 W 11,461 W 13,686 W 13,678 W

Base speed 2000 r/min 1000 r/min 1000 r/min 600 r/min

Table 5. Evaluation of Proposed Machines.

Items IPM SPM PMFS PMV

Efficency high moderate moderate high
Torque density moderate moderate moderate high

Thermal dissipaition moderate moderate good moderate
Cost effectivelyness moderate low moderate high

Thus, based on the above analysis and discussion, we can conclude the following from the
comparison:

• The PMV type can produce the largest steady torque under the low rotation speed.
• Based on the operation principle, the PMV type can be used for in-wheel direct-drive

EV applications.
• The arrangement of PMs for the PMFS type can protect the PMs from rotational stresses, which is

also suitable for EV applications.
• The SPM type should be carefully considered for EV applications, since it has the high cogging

torque and the lowest related efficiency.
• The outer-rotor topology can be directly connected with the tire rim of the EV.
• The multiphase machine has a good fault tolerance ability, which is suitable for EV applications.
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